Evacuation assistance card: carry this card, move to an area of rescue, note your location, and get the card to a responder.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CARD

Create an individual plan; for help, contact Emerg. Mgmt. at 974-3061.

A - Go to AREA of rescue
C - Hand CARD to anyone evacuating
T - TELL building staff you need assistance (if possible)

Call 911 for additional assistance.

http://ods.utk.edu/

SEE REVERSE

http://safety.utk.edu

PLEASE GIVE THIS CARD TO EMERGENCY RESPONDERS.

I will need assistance evacuating the building. I have given this card to the person presenting it to you.

NAME: ____________________________________________

LOCATION: (FLR/RM#) ______________________________________

REASON ASSISTANCE IS NEEDED: ___________________________
________________________________________________________